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Eastern Washington University's
birthday cake is different than most.
Tradition would require 125 candles,
one for each year of service. Our cake,
however, glows with more than 68,000
candles representing each of our alumni
throughout the institution's storied
history.
While much ado will be made this
year as we commemorate Eastern's 125th
anniversary, the celebration is really
about you, our alumni. Like a proud
parent, the Eastern community looks on
the accomplishments of alumni as an affirmation of our history, strengthening our
resolve to meet the challenges and opportunities before us.
Eastern has never been stronger. Student emollment remains at 10,000, we are
formalizing our presence in the Spokane area with a new building and recently
received legislative support for renovation to campus buildings. Together we can start
something big (our new tagline, brand promise and commitment to our community).
A vital component to future success remains alumni accomplishment and
involvement. Under the leadership of President Rodolfo Arevalo, the campus
community is nearing finalization of a comprehensive strategic plan that will shape
EWU's vision for years to come.
As vice president for University Advancement, my role is simple: maintain and
enhance alumni relationships so that alumni can continue to play an integral role in
EWU's success. Alumni participation is best manifested via three areas:
Information: Through numerous channels, we inform alumni about the life,
challenges and success of Eastern and our students. Whether via positive press,
the alumni magazine, monthly Enews (subscribe at www.ewu.edu/alumni) or the
University's website www.ewu.edu (soon to be redesigned), we want to provide
you with information relevant to your experience and interests.
Involvement: We want our alumni to have opportunities to participate in Eastern life by enhancing and developing programming opportunities such as educational offerings, cultural outings, athletic events and social functions. Please visit
www.ewu.edu/alumni for a list of upcoming activities.
Investment: When alumni invest time and/ or resources toward areas such
as student recruitment, graduate career placement, internship opportunities,
leadership boards and philanthropy, they help today's students and advance the
mission of EWU.
What has made Eastern successful today is exactly what will make it successful
as we go forward - YOU, our alumni. We value your leadership, appreciate your
support and need your advocacy. Contact me. I'd love to hear from you.
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Letters to the

Editor
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Editor's note: Eastern Washington University reserves the right to edit letters for
space, content and material of a potentially offensive nature.

The Eastern Experience . . . Priceless
A 60th birthday may seem like a depressing milestone, but it wasn't for the Eastern girls. Here we are in Montana celebrating!
We meet every year for fun, good wine, laughs and to reminiscence about the good old days at Eastern. Skateboarding down
the hill by Pearce Hall, water fights with the guys from Sutton, dances in the basement of Louise Anderson, no pants on
campus except for weekends, tuition was $68 a quarter, books
$25, NO jeans ever allowed, missing blinks (1:30 a.m. the dorm
doors were locked) and having to sneak in through L.A.' s
laundry room window, no men allowed past the reception
desk in any women's dorm and being the Savages!
Thanks EWU for the gift of friendship,
Donel Holm Griggs
Pictured front row, left to right:
'68 BA Visual Arts
Diana (Barton) Lyons, Kathy (Williams)
Cox, Karen (Wolsborn) McCluer,
Donel (Holm) Griggs, Tricia (Scott) McCrea.
Back row, left to right: Linda (Squire)
McDonald, Mary (Glenn) Hoegar, Micki
(Meeker) Ledgerwood, Gail (Nelson) Wood

Article Ignites Memories
I read Pia Hansen's article "Diary from South Africa" in the winter 2007 edition of Eastern magazine with great relish.
I spent most of 1983 in exactly the same places; my home was Maseru, Lesotho, but my waffle stampers made prints in
the Republic of South Africa (apartheid was still alive and 'well'), Namibia (highest sand dunes in the world), Botswana
(ahh, the Kalahari ... ), Swaziland and Malawai (wonderlands in their own rights ... ). The magical warmth of all people
in this region of the world still resonates within my soul - I was one of only four non-Africans (the other three were
Canadians) enrolled at the National University of Lesotho, where we experienced total immersion, and total acceptance.
I'll never forget those moments, and Pia's article helped keep these memories alive.

Eastern Inspires

Vance Youmans, Instructor of History - SFCC
'90 BA History, '92 MA History, '98 BA Education, Social Studies

Job well done on the winter 2007 issue of the Eastern magazine! As someone who is doing
document and other publication designs (as well as writing and editing) for a public agency,
I am very impressed by every aspect of your publication: graphics, writing, content, layout.
It actually has got me considering getting into graphic design as a full-time job.
Thanks, and keep up the fine work!
Dave Stensaas '05 MURP
Job: Dad, Husband, Transportation Planner
Current residence: Evansville, Indiana (but want to move back to Spokane!)

P.S. I send congratulations to the Eagles hockey team for getting
to the semi-finals in this year's Div. II tournament.
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On the Road with

__ Eastern Magazine_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Eastern at Work and Play
Eastern magazine traveled to some exotic locations this winter as alumni hit the road for work and play.
Amy Schmitt ('02 MA public administration and '99 BA criminal justice) took the magazine along to Puerto Rico
in February 2007 . Schmitt was there as a member of the 141 st Medical Group, Fairchild AFB, where she spent
two weeks working and training at Puerto Rico's only trauma hospital.
And Eastern magazine also made an appearance in the Big Easy, where alum Chip Benvenutti ('00 BA
economics) snapped a picture of his daughter Lucien holding Eastern in the heart of Mardi Gras in New Orleans.

This Could Be You!
WHERE IN THE WORLD will Eastern magazine
next be sighted? That's up to you. Eastern alumni
are invited to send in photographs of themselves
holding up the current issue. Please include some
information about yourself with your submission.
At least one picture will be used in the next
magazine. Due to space constraints, we may not
be able to publish every submission, but the extras
will be posted on the alumni website at

www.ewu.edu/alumni
Send to: easternmagazine@ewu.edu or
Magazine, 300 Showalter Hall,
Cheney, WA 99004-2445.

EASTERN

Happy travels!

Eaglegram _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____,
Arevalo starts something big
Dr. Rodolfo Arevalo, the 25th president of Eastern
Washington University, made it official on April 19.
Arevalo was formally confirmed into his position during
an investiture ceremony in historic Showalter Hall.
With his family, friends, colleagues and the University community
looking on, Arevalo received the President's Chain of Office and
shared his vision for Eastern' s next 125 years, pledging to provide
life-changing learning for all EWU students.
"During the year I have been here, I have seen faculty and staff
working hard to make this vision a reality at Eastern," said Arevalo.
"Together, our job is to give Eastern students the opportunities not
just to learn, but to do. That is the heart of what I look forward to

Poem on the occasion of the investiture of
Rodolfo Arevalo, 25th president, Eastern
Washington University 19 April 2007

Where the Possible is Near
We have arrived in our thousand different ways,
We will leave to our thousand different destinations,
But for this moment we stand and happily as one.
Let this hour be to good purpose, that it push us
In our thousand directions well-served, full
Because of this good, which is simple enough:
Gathering in troubled times is a grace,
A time in which all of us are moved to go forward,
To do what this day will ask of us.
I know this man next to me only a little, but we are not
Strangers. Who wants the same things I want,
He is some part of me. Who eats the same bread,
Who wants the good that I want: I know him.
Do good, we say, champion what is rightThat is why we are here gathered to help.
Keep open the doors of a university,
And you will have closed the doors of a prison.
What we do matters, and who we let speak for us matters.
We are cousins by intent, if not family.
We are siblings by effort, if not upbringing.
We are, in a word, each other, all of us here today.
What remains is the covenant of a confluent moment,
An hour in which we see the Possible as the Near,
Close enough to make it our own.
Alberto Rios,
professor, and Katharine C. Turner, Endowed Chair in
English, Arizona State University
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accomplishing with all of you in the years to come. To create learning
that gives every EWU student the chance to intern, do research or
make a difference in the world."
Arevalo unveiled Eastern' s new tagline start something big and
explained that the red cube that goes with it is much more than just
a box.
"This cube is not only a repository for our hopes and goals," said
Arevalo, "it is a reminder that those dreams start here and need to
drive everything we do." Arevalo said he's committed to providing
opportunity for first-generation college students, to connecting
the campus to the community and the community to the campus
by enhancing links to Spokane, and to fostering a more global
perspective for Eastern students. Read Dr. Arevalo' s entire speech
at www.ewu.edu/speeches

-.
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Eastern's Promise. Defined.

start
.
something

Eastern Washington University is quite a place.
For starters, it's been around 125 years, has
over 100 academic programs and has graduated
nearly 70,000 people. But just what are the key
ingredients that Eastern provides those who
walk through the Herculean Pillars in order to help them realize their dreams?

big

Nearly two years ago, University Relations set out to discover those select ingredients. You- our students, future students,
alumni, faculty, staff and community members - gave us the answer.
As a result, Eastern is renewing its promise to everyone it serves. It's the same promise we've made for the past 125 years.
However, we've wrapped it up in a nice new package- a big, red present of sorts (just in time for our 125th birthday).
It's really simple. Our promise is to identify what's big to you- then help you start something big.
Is it mentoring a student? Supporting a scholarship? Or maybe creating a new service club or program? The possibilities
are endless.
Eastern provides the personal connections, unique opportunities and learning environment built from 125 years of
academic excellence to help you realize your "something big."
Find out more at www.ewu.edu/start

A Lasting Tribute
Slim Night of Recognition, a new poetry collection published by Lynx House Press,
an imprint of EWU Press, honors the talent and life of Emma Howell who drowned
at the age' of 20 while swimming off the coast of Brazil, where she was in a studyabroad program.
Emma's father, Christopher Howell, is a professor of creative writing in EWU's Inland Northwest
Center for Writers, an MFA Center of Excellence. He is also senior editor for the EWU Press. He lived
with his daughter's poems for several years and arranged the manuscript into what would become
her first collection.
"The knowledge that I would someday come to the end," writes Christopher Howell in the book's
foreword, "the jumping-off point beyond which there would be no more poems, made me ache over
each page of text."
In Emma's poem "Just This," she writes, "What I have to learn from coming home: there is never/
a home planted in the same day; all your years/ make you new like clockwork."
"I've been reading these poems with such overwhelming feelings of both sadness and joy," said
Nance Van Winkel, poet and colleague of Howell's in EWU's creative writing program: "Sadness
that such a talented young writer was whisked so suddenly from us, and joy that we do have these
amazing poems. I'm especially struck by how much love for the world her poems convey."
The proceeds from her posthumous collection will go toward the Emma Howell Memorial Poetry
Prize, a $1,500 award given each year to a student at Oberlin College, Emma's alma mater. This year
there were 41 prize applications.
"Eventually, we hope to open the prize competition to students from other colleges as well and
perhaps give more than one award," said Howell.
To order Slim Night of Recognition, visit EWU Press at http://ewupress.ewu.edu
Spring/Summer 2007
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A Gathering Place
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f the desirability of a university is truly
judged by its sense of place, as the national
Project for Public Spaces advocates, then
Eastern' s desirability just got even better.
How much better you ask? Well, try an
amphitheater full.
Comfortably tucked between the PE classroom and the PE
activities buildings, the new EWU open-air amphitheater is
nearly complete. The amphitheater's visionary, Karen Wichman, EWU' s director of facility services, stresses the importance of public gathering spaces on Eastern' s campus.
"By providing the seeding that lends itself to
gathering and groups, people will seek out this niche.
People are drawn to areas like this," she said. "I believe it's necessary to contemplate how our outdoor living space impacts
our students and faculty, and how we can bring the learning experience outdoors as well as indoors."
The completed amphitheater will have three rounded rows of concrete benches for a total sitting area of approximately 1,300 square
feet. Both north and south ends of the amphitheater will feature sitting walls for even more congregating space. A brick-paved walkway
through the middle marks entrances at both ends.
Don Lagrou, project manager in EWU' s Construction and Planning Services Department, said this project is part of a University-wide
campus landscape plan. "It's a general campus improvement project that will help make campus more beautiful for everyone," he said.
When you visit the new amphitheater (scheduled completion date is May 18, 2007), prepare for lots of color and texture via vine
maples, pink dogwoods, Western red cedars, Serbian spruces, burning bushes, zebra grass and feather reed grass.
"I can already imagine students sitting outside there in spring," said Lagrou.
So could Ralph Waldo Emerson, who wrote, "The beauty of
nature must always seem unreal and mocking, until the landscape
has human figures, that are as good as itself."

It's Showtime
astern Washington University has a new gem
of a screening room located in the Electronic
Media and Film (EMAF) department.

E

The intimate room features theater-style seating, a great sound
system and the ability to show differing formats and aspects of
productions produced by students and professionals. The room
takes pressure off of screening room 101 that was constantly in
use, said Marvin Smith, department chair of electronic media,
theatre and film.
"It's a great facility that will have all the bells and whistles,"
Smith said. "Everybody who helped make this happen really
bent over backward."
The room is also key in helping EMAF students know how
their films will really look when projected onto a space beyond
the familiar television or computer monitors.
"We don't need the latest most expensive technology in order
to train our students well," Smith said. "But we do want to equip
students to go out and work in a very competitive field."
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Eastern is like home to Laura and
her family. Her sister, Amanda,
fiffat1Y''S passion for learning and sharing
is evident. While working toward earning
graduated from Eastern in fall
a degree in social work, a certificate in
2006 with a bachelor's degree in
drug and alcohol counseling and a minor
journalism, and their mom, Coleen,
in Native American studies, she is learning
earned her undergraduate degree
Salish, the language of her ancestors. "I plan
in education in 2000 and her
master's from EWU in summer
to move back to the reservation and use my
education to be a high school counselor;'
2006. Now Laura is going for a
Tiffany says. "Drugs and alcohol have a big
degree in business administration
- general management with a
impact on high schoolers, and the majority
minor in government. "I depend on
of students are Native American. I also
scholarships to fund my education;'
want to teach students Salish:'
Laura says. "I am responsible for all
of my educational and living expenses.
Without this scholarship, it would be
difficult for me to live on the money that
I make from my part-time job as well
as pay for school. Your donations have
made an immense difference in my life
as I am sure they have {or many others!"

Scholarships Awarded to Eastern
Students from EWU Collegiate
License Plate Revenue

}t~t~!fil!~
'''"

?J

start something big

Students like Tiffany and Laura are benefiting from specialized plate
fees that go toward scholarships at Eastern. To find out how you can help
students and get one of these cool license plates, contact the Olympia
Department of Licensing or go to the EWU alumni website,

www.ewu.edu/alumni
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By Linda Hagen Miller

illiam Bigham knew how to construct a building that would last. In 1884,
using time-honored board and batten, mortise and tenon techniques, the
master-craftsman erected a 90- by 40-foot barn for Nellie Hutchinson's father
''
on a hill overlooking the small town of Cheney. Nellie would become principal
of the Cheney Normal School and would later marry William J. Sutton.
Charismatic Sutton is credited with twice encouraging the state legislature to
save the school from closure and serving as its principal from 1892-1897.
Sutton was later elected state senator.
For nearly nine decades Sutton's barn was home to milk cows, draft horses and a sizeable flock of pigeons.
In the 1960s, Sutton's home, barn and land were sold to EWU, then known as Eastern Washington State
College, and the barn became a storage depot. By the 1970s, however, Eastern had different plans for the
spacious building. The downstairs was cleared, renovated and converted to a visitor center and offices
for Washington's first on-campus police force. The Red Barn is now listed on the National Register of
Historic Places.
"The barn was much better than our old space at Senior Hall," says one of the Red Barn's first
tenants, retired police lieutenant Lawrence Montague. "There were seven of us and we finally had
space for a property room and a place to park the cars. The upstairs was closed off and a lot of pigeons
lived there, but the downstairs was great."
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department
housed in
such a
historical

The Red Barn has been
home to EWU's campus police force ever since. Last year
it underwent another renovation that provided muchneeded modernization, upgrades and high-tech wiring
for computer and data storage. Eleven commissioned officers and one administrative staff work there, serving under the direction of Tim
Walters, director of public safety and chief of University
police.
"We are very proud to have our police department
housed in such a historical icon," says Chief Walters.
"This is a very special place and we are captivated by

the events that occurred here well before we took up
residency. I have heard many comments that it still looks
like we have hitchin' posts for the horses because much
of the old structure remains exposed. We are thankful for
our new office space in the barn - before the renovation
this was a breezy and cold building with occasional leaky
ceilings during rain storms and plenty of dust emanating
from the rafters. This added character to the Red Barn but
made a day at the office a bit challenging."
In addition to spacious new quarters on the lower
floor of the barn, the police force also has state-of-the-art,
jet-black computers, updated uniforms, new decals for
the patrol cars and renovated space to expand upstairs. It
seems even the pigeons are gone. E

Spring/Summer 2007
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Medical Teams International

Left to right: EWU physical therapy students Heather Easterly and Kai lie Hansen
with University of Washington students Debra Horiuchi and Kimberly Lewis

But a vague notion of where Moldova is located and
what the country might be like didn't stop Hansen or
Easterly from applying to join Medical Teams International
on a medical mission to the eastern European country.
The students' instructor, Nancy Erikson, on the
other hand, knew what was ahead. Her first foray into
the tiny country was in 2004 as a physical therapist for
Northwest Medical Teams International (now MTI), a 27year-old, nongovernmental organization headquartered
in Portland, Ore. On that two-week medical mission,
Erikson conducted evaluations and treatment sessions at
a pediatric outpatient clinic and hospital burn units, and
traveled to rural villages for physical therapy screenings.
The experience left a lasting impression, and in 2006, she
was asked to return as the group's educational coordinator
in charge of four students, two from EWU and two from •
the University of Washington.

Even with their experience in
third world countries and the
orientation they'd received from
Erikson and MTI, both women
were surprised and shocked at
what they found in Mpldova.
Easterly, a fourth-year physical therapy student, and
Hansen, who is completing her PT internship, both applied.
Once the students successfully completed the MTI selection
process, they were faced with raising $2,400 to cover all of
their transportation, food and housing expenses. Donations
from friends, family, former employers, schools and hospitals
all helped fund the women's trip.
Last September, Erikson, Hansen and Easterly flew to
Seattle, where they joined physical, occupational and massage
therapists and two UW students. The 12-member team would
spend two weeks in Moldova's capital, Chisinau, volunteering
in clinics and hospitals.
The scene at the Seattle-Tacoma Airport must have
resembled the departure of a well-outfitted safari. MTI
members stacked dozens of boxes and suitcases to a teetering
height on luggage carts and gingerly rolled them to the
check-in counter. Other passengers probably wondered at
the extravagance of luggage and why anyone would need to
check so much into the belly of a plane.
But you can never judge a suitcase, or its owner, without

looking inside. Each of the MTI members had agreed to fill
their checked luggage with medical supplies, toys, blankets
and clothing that they would donate to Moldovan hospitals,
limiting their two-week supply of clothing and personal
belongings to carry-on backpacks and tote bags.
On the 15-hour flight across the U.S. and the Atlantic,
Easterly and Hansen had time to mull over Moldova facts.
The land-locked country, about the size of the state of
Maryland, is a tiny blip on the map between Ukraine and
Romania. Moldova, originally part of Romania, fell under
Soviet Union control at the end of World War II and gained
independence in 1991. With nearly 80 percent of Moldova's
4.4 million people living below the poverty line, it is ranked
as Europe's most impoverished country. Statistics estimate
that as much as 25 percent of the labor force works abroad
and sends funds to family members still at home. Moldova's
rolling hills are planted in fruit, vegetables, tobacco and
vineyards, and with no mineral resources, agriculture is the
chief economic driver.
International travel was not new to Easterly or Hansen.
Twenty-five-year-old Easterly had traveled internationally
and spent a year at a university in Australia. Hansen, 24, had
been to Mexico on humanitarian missions with her church.
Even with their experience in third world countries and
the orientation they'd received from Erikson and MTI, both
women were surprised and shocked at what they found in
Moldova.
"I just had an overwhelming sense of sadness initially,"
Easterly says. She was assigned to an adult neurological
hospital that treated stroke, cerebral palsy and spinal patients.
She also spent time in a pediatric outpatient clinic. Teenagers
Spring/Summer 2007
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EWU senior faculty Nancy Erikson
and PT student Heather Easterly

from a local church served as translators and were team
members' constant companions.
"They have almost no PT gym equipment," Easterly says.
"Their only exercise equipment is a makeshift recumbent bike.
The treatment room was very small, about the size of a small
bedroom. And there was no hot running water; everything
had to be boiled."
In a nation that does not have universal health insurance,
patients must foot a daily bill of about $10 U.S. Hospital
rooms usually house four patients in stark spaces with no
telephones, televisions, curtains or nurse call-buttons. A
simple sink graces most rooms, and a communal toilet is
down the hall. Patients must frequently bring their own
bedding, family members supply food, and pain medications
are almost nonexistent.
Despite rudimentary conditions and lack of creature
comforts for patients, the EWU team found knowledgeable,
compassionate physicians, nurses and aides. They also

witnessed a resourcefulness that goes far beyond what you'd
see in a U.S. hospital. Piles of donated medical paraphernalia
heaped in hospital salvage yards, much of it too damaged to
use in its intended form, is frequently recycled into functioning
medical equipment.
"I was so na:ive at first," Easterly says. "You can't just go
to another country to teach them your ways, you have to be
diplomatic and sensitive. The Moldovan doctors and nurses
have good knowledge but they lack the tools and resources
to do their work. They're a very proud people, very open
and not defensive. We shared knowledge and I learned a lot,
especially from Leonid Malai, the resident physical therapist
in charge, about how to treat patients who have stroke or
spinal cord injury."
"And," Easterly adds, "they are the best PT patients ever.
They want to get well, they' re paying every day for the
hospital stay, and they are highly motivated to walk and be
able to function in society for the sake of pure survival. They
will be turned away from the hospital in 10 days if they are not
able to pay out-of-pocket, regardless of their medical status."
Hansen, who loves working with children, requested and
was granted an assignment in Moldova's only pediatric burn
hospital.
The burn rate among children is high in Moldova. Since no
one has hot running water, tubs of water are constantly being
heated for cooking, bathing and laundry. Children frequently
pull pots off the stove, get too close to open flames or fall into
containers of scalding water. Another hazard is unguarded
electrical transformers with dangling wires and open switch
boxes where curious children are frequently electrocuted and
burned.
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Hansen and the other MTI practitioners found that burn
hospital nurses and doctors are aware of the benefits of
exercise and massage in healing wounds and minimizing
scarring, but do not routinely incorporate these techniques
into their protocol. Additionally, once patients leave the
hospital, they have one follow-up visit several months after
their initial stay, but are given no rehabilitation instructions
and aren't aware of things they might do at home to lessen
scarring and facilitate the return to normal function.
"Six-year-old Daniella was burned down the side of her
body over a year ago and her scar was very thick. It wouldn't
be that way if she had more physical therapy intervention,"
Hansen says.
Hansen also observed wound dressing changes, which
she called "emotionally draining." Children as young as 16
months submitted to the painful ordeal without any pain
medication. "They just lay there and cried or moaned,"
. Hansen says, "but there was no fighting or hysterics."
In spite of the serious hospital atmosphere, or perhaps
largely because of it, MTI practitioners introduced a new
element to the healing process: fun.
"We incorporated play into stretching," Hansen says.
"We'd roll or toss balls and the kids would reach for them.
We had balloons, bubbles, all sorts of toys. Whenever the
kids saw us, their faces lit up because they knew we'd have
something fun to do."
In addition to her duties as the Moldova team's
educational coordinator, Erikson taught health care in a
community center where the focus was integrating people
with disabilities into meaningful, productive roles in society.

In Moldova, handicapped accessible ramps, bathrooms and
public transportation are almost nonexistent, and retraining
programs for the physically disabled are in their infancy.
Erikson and her team offered vital information for medical
professionals.
"It's very challenging," Erikson says. "The professionals
are knowledgeable and caring and facilities are clean, but
there's an utter lack of resources. Health care is significantly
behind ours in terms of technology."
However, in addition to teaching, the Americans learned
a thing or two along the way. "Like how to transfer a patient
in a wheelchair to a restroom on a train," Erickson says. "We
know how to move a patient from a wheelchair into a car or
onto a toilet, but a tiny bathroom on a rocking train is another
story, and a lot harder!"
Heather Easterly, Kailie Hansen and Nancy Erikson were
home by early October, settling back into their classes, jobs
and family lives. The only outward signs of their adventure
were new stamps in their passports, but the inward changes
reached far and wide.
"This was an extraordinary opportunity to learn a different
culture, to collaborate with other health care professionals
and to take students along," Erikson says.
Hansen and Easterly call their time in Moldova a lifechanging experience they will never forget. Both women are
committed to continued volunteer work for international and
domestic medical missions, and they'll be just the kind of
ambassadors and health care professionals the world needs.
For more information on Medical Teams International,
visit www.nwmedicalteams.org E
Spring/Summer 2007
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Recipe f0r ~~~eS~
y the time Victor Azar was 17 years old, he
had survived seven of the Middle East's
most notorious conflicts and lived in hot
spots like Basra, Ramallah, the West Bank and
Baghdad. Born in Karak, Jordan, of PalestinianLebanese heritage, Azar and his sister Viola
followed their Seventh Day Adventist minister
father and mother to cities that have become all
too familiar in the lexicon of conflict. As a child,
he frequently heard missiles whine overhead and
explode blocks away. He has seen bodies in the
streets, neighbors and friends beaten and hanged.

B

Today, it is difficult to imagine the charismatic Spokane entrepreneur cringing at the sound of gunfire or living with the threat of arrest
and death. Azar is best known in Spokane for food - exotic, colorful
Greek and Middle East cuisine that has been served in the family's
restaurants since 1973.
Given Azar' s heritage and the turbulence he witnessed as a child,
you might even imagine him as a firebrand zealot intent on revenge
and war in the Middle East at all costs. Your assumption couldn't be
more wrong. Just as Azar' s trajectory from a combat zone to a peaceful eastern Washington city took many side roads, his career and philosophy of life has arched equally far from violence and hostilities.
By 1973, Pastor N ajeeb Azar' s congregation had grown significantly, putting the minister under suspicion by Arab authorities. After being arrested and held for a brief time, Pastor Azar decided it was time
to leave the Middle East. With relatives in Tekoa, Wash., Spokane
was a logical choice.
The Azars bought a convenience store in north Spokane at
the corner of Empire and Nevada streets, and 17-year-old Victor
enrolled at Eastern Washington University. He worked in the family
businesses, including the first Azar' s Restaurant, while attending
EWU. In 1982, Azar graduated with a bachelor's degree in
business administration and a minor in math. The following
year he gained a degree in government and political science.
"I loved every minute of EWU," Azar says. "There is so
much interpersonal interaction with professors and lots of
direct contact. Dr. Robert McGinty at the business school
and Dr. Keith Quincy in the government department
had a huge influence on my outlook."
EWU would not only influence Azar's
philosophy and career choices, it would follow

president and senior product manager in the wholesale banking
division for three years. But the homeland called, and Azar, his
wife and two daughters returned to Jordan where he went to
work building a five-star hotel near Petra. The fabled "rose red
city, half as old as time" is a United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization World Heritage Site, but it is more
commonly known to American filmgoers as Harrison Ford's
stomping grounds in Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade.
While overseeing the hotel's development from land
acquisition to turnkey operation, Azar aggressively promoted the
property and, before the doors were opened, secured a 95 percent
occupancy rate for the first year of operation. American and
European travelers were obvious target markets, but what about
Jordan's neighbor, Israel?
It was 1994 and the mood was right. As United States President
Bill Clinton helped negotiate a peace treaty between Israel and
Jordan, Azar decided on a grassroots path toward peace. He
approached an Israeli tour operator with a novel suggestion: Bring
Israeli and American Jewish tour groups to Petra. The idea worked
Photos courtesy:
and Azar became the first Palestinian/Lebanese businessman to
Victor Azar
successfully broker a joint business agreement between Jordan
A young Victor Azar with his mother Najla, father Najeeb and sister Viola
and Israel. Azar and his Israeli partner held a press conference
in his grandparent's garden in the northern Jordan town of Husn
announcing their joint venture just hours after the peace treaty
was signed between the two countries.
"I thought, maybe we can implement our own
Just as Victor Azar' s
peace treaty," Azar says. He went on to become part of
trajectory from a combat a multinational delegation delivering keynote speeches
zone to a peaceful
to audiences of travel agents and tour operators in
Europe, the Middle East and the United States.
Eastern Washington
On its simplest level, tourism is an economic
city took many side
driver. When it is done right, local people own
the hotels, restaurants, sightseeing and adventure
roads, his career and
tours, keeping tourist dollars in the local economy.
pnilosophy of life
On a slightly more complex level, tourism promotes
has arched equally
peace by introducing travelers to new cultures and
opening
the path to multicultural understanding.
far from violence
As Mark Twain said, "Travel is fatal to prejudice,
and hostilities.
bigotry and narrow-mindedness."
Victor with sister Viola in Ramallah (now the
Victor Azar' s campaign to promote peace through
capital of Palestine in the West Bank)
tourism came to an abrupt halt in the aftermath of the 1995
him across the country to Pittsburgh, Penn., where he emolled at assassination of Israeli Prime Minister Yitzak Rabin. He returned
to Spokane and the family food service business in 1997. In the past
Carnegie Mellon University.
"I had a statistics book written by two EWU professors that was five years, Victor and his partner and sister Viola have expanded
so good," Azar says. "Easy to read, logical, a powerful book. I got their catering business (recently renamed and rebranded as D'Zaar
to my class at Carnegie Mellon and the instructor walked into the Catering & Food Service), and acquired industrial food service
contracts with Triumph Composite Systems and Avista Utilities.
room and held up the same statistics book. 'Buy this,' he told us."
Azar graduated with a master of science degree from Carnegie This year, D'Zaar took over Cafe Mac at the Northwest Museum
Mellon and the corporate world called. He went to work for PNC of Arts and Culture in Spokane.
"My heart is still in the peace movement," Azar says. "It
Financial Corporation in what was at the time the leading-edge technology field of electronic data interchange. He authored an article on doesn't matter who is right and who is wrong, because the cycle
the subject for a professional association journal and wrote another has to stop somewhere. I want to be part of the solution, to make
a difference in people's lives, and I look forward to a time when I
piece for PNC Financial magazine on electronic payment systems.
Wells Fargo lured him to San Francisco where he served as vice can do more with the peace through tourism project." E
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A LEGACY OF REMEMBRANCE
Dr. Robert Bender, accounting professor at Eastern
for nearly 30 years, was the kind of instructor students
remember forever. In a good way. And Betty, Dr.
Bender's widow, is helping keep her husband's memory
alive through a scholarship in his name.
''I'm continually fascinated _at the number of his former
students who approach me at social situations to tell
me how much he meant to their education and careers;'
Betty says.
The schola,r ship for £WU accounting students was
seeded by Dr. Bender's fellow faculty members when
he retired in 1986, and Betty has contributed to it for
the past 20 years. Recently she made a provision in her
will that earmarks continued funding.

Bender, through the generosity
legacy lives on.

For information about creating
your own legacy gift with the
EWU Foundation, contact:
Gayle Ogden, JD
EWU Office of Planned Giving
127 Hargreaves Hall
Cheney, WA 99004-2413
(509) 981 -4496
· gogden@ewu.edu
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and proud
to have a
small part in
helping some
of Eastern 's
students
succeed."

Sights and

s:---+--- Sounds
The Canoe and The Saddle: A Critical Edition
By Theodore Winthrop, Edited and with an introduction by Paul J. Lindholdt (EWU associate professor of English),
University of Nebraska Press
Paul J. Lindholdt edited, introduced and annotated the recently published critical edition of The Canoe and the
Saddle, an account of Theodore Winthrop's 1853 tour of the Washington Territory. Originally published in 1862,
the story is Winthrop's novelized memoir of his experiences traveling in the wilderness. Lindholdt's engaging
introduction is the result of meticulous research into the privileged scion's life and the prevailing mores of the
culture that produced him. The book renders Winthrop's story anew, offering contemporary readers a primer on
late-19th century values and revealing society's outlook on matters as diverse - and still timely - as concerns over
the environment, the impact of nature on modern man, and the tensions generated when cultures clash .
Winthrop traveled the territories of California, Oregon, Washington and British Columbia, and when his account
was published posthumously after his Civil War death, it became a bestseller. Lindholdt's research reveals intriguing
insight into the people, realized in Winthrop, whose values and actions would shape the settling of the last of
the frontier lands. Winthrop's story provides further evidence of the undisputed fact that the people who had already settled those lands - the
Native Americans - would suffer dearly in the process.

Nocturnal America
By John Keeble (EWU professor emeritus of English/creative writing in the Inland Northwest Center for Writers,
EWU's Center of Excellence Master of Fine Arts Program in creative writing), University of Nebraska Press
In Nocturnal America, award-winning writer John Keeble details the or~inary but captivating lives that reflect living
in rural eastern Washington at its most real. Populated with characters ranging from a woman mourning the death
of her husband and taking a job on an oil vessel to a neighbor suspected of burying murder victims in his ravine,
this loosely connected collection of short stories evokes the character of a region that at once seems desolate and
mesmerizing .
This spell is cast from the first sentences of the first story where he writes, "In winter the glazed bunchgrass and
wild oats tuft the roadsides and edges of fields. In spring the exhausted grass will still be there, a blond whiskering
to the green."
Keeble, whose words have been described as a "Faulknerian portrait of the Pacific Northwest," introduces
flawed lead characters struggling with addictions, abusive parents and strained relationships. The author, born
in Winnipeg, Canada, and raised in Saskatchewan and California, has lived with his family in eastern Washington for more than 30 years and
clearly has a deep understanding of rural lifestyles, human behavior and emotion. Raw, chilling and ultimately poignant, this Prairie Schooner
Book Prize in Fiction winner is a must read for anyone interested in literary fiction . (www.johnkeeble.net)

MAJOR GRANVILLE HALLER
Dismissed with Malice

Major Granville Haller: Dismissed with Malice
By Guy Breshears ('93 BA education), Heritage Books

Guy Breshears has always been interested in history, but his enthusiasm greatly increased when he took an
undergraduate history class at Eastern. The results of this deep interest culminated in his recent book, Major
Granville Haller: Dismissed with Malice.
Haller fought in the Second Seminole War, the war against Mexico, the Indian Wars of the Pacific Northwest, the
San Juan Islands boundary dispute and the Civil War. Then quite suddenly, in July 1863, Major Hailer's 23-year military
career was over. "Ha ller was dismissed from the service for disloyal sentiments toward the Union," says Breshears.
"When I found out that this was done without even a court martial, I became even more curious. I'd discovered his
name in Civil War records and right after the battle of Gettysburg, then he disappears from military records."
Breshears' research revealed that Hailer's accuser, a naval officer, spent several months in an insane asylum and
Guy Bresheanl
only met Haller once during the Fredericksburg campaign . Dismissed with Malice uses Hailer's personal writings,
official reports and court depositions to unveil this man's struggle of nearly two decades.
"When Haller was dismissed, he moved to Whidbey Island in Washington Territory, where he spent the next 16 years clearing his name,"
adds Breshears. "This man helped bring us into statehood, but when he dies he's quickly forgotten from history."
To learn more about state of Washington military history, visit Breshears' website, www.washingtonwars.net
If you are an Eastern or Cheney Normal School alum or faculty member and have w ritten a general interest book or have a music CD on the market (no self-published
works, please) and would like to have it considered for inclusion in Eastern magazine's Sights and Sounds section, please send it (along with your contact information)
to: Eastern Magazine, 300 Showalter Hall, Cheney, WA 99004-2445.
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n a typical day at any-business USA, the 64year-old CEO, looking dapper in a navy blue
suit and coordinating tie, is in his corner office
dictating a memo to his secretary. Around the
corner in a window office, an upper-level
manager (age 48) dressed in casual business
attire is talking to a client on the phone and
simultaneously checking her e-mail.
Meanwhile, in a warren of cubicles, assorted 20- and 30-year-olds
redefine the term casual with sneakers, jeans, multi-colored hair and
much body art. Their computer screens are layered with work in
progress, iPods are plugged into their ears and they are arranging
lunch dates via cell phone text messaging.
Obviously, this is not your grandfather's company. Gone are the
days when written communication moved at the speed of postal
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mail and business people donned suits and headed to the
office. For the first time in American history, four generations
are working together under the same corporate umbrella.
Jane Baker ('95 BA liberal studies/ communication studies)
works with all age ranges in her position as manager of team
member communication at Northern Quest Casino in Airway
Heights, Wash., and has seen firsthand the misunderstandings
that arise when generations don't accept each others'
work habits. She became interested in intergenerational
communication after attending a presentation by Lynne
Lancaster, co-author of the book When Generations Collide, and
went on to study the theory. Baker recently taught "Leading
the Generations" for EWU' s Distance Learning Department.

Traditionalists
Born 1900-1945
62+ years
Baby Boomers
Born 1946-1964
43-61 years
Gen X
Born 1965-1980
27-42 years
Gen Y (M il lennials)
Born 1981-1999
8-26 years
cuspers straddle two
generations
"Four separate generations with very different styles and
habits are now working together," Baker says. "I do want to
point out that these generational differences influence behaviors, but they do not determine them. They are not to stereotype people and put them into boxes." She offers background
and these tips on helping the generations work together.

The Face-to-Face Generation
The two-generation Traditionalists were born between
1900 and 1945 and number about 75 million Americans.
Prohibition, the Roaring Twenties and the Great Depression
helped shape the psyche and values of this generation.
Traditionalists learned their skills on the job and viewed
higher education as a privilege. Often described as patriotic
and loyal, a Traditionalist would most often put his or
her own needs aside and frequently 'stay with the same
company throughout a career.
Employees in this group are comfortable with meetings
and printed communication, value authority and do not
need frequent feedback.
Their mantra: "If I'm not
yelling at you, you're
probably doing fine."
Sunshine Millhorn (' 56
BA education) is a retired
school teacher living in
Loon Lake, Wash. "I rely
on the written word with
letters to my family,"
she says. "I like having
the time to think over
what I want to say." Her
grandchildren, who are in
high school and college,
often explain technology
to Millhorn, but they
defer to her preferred
communication style with
frequent phone calls and
hand-written notes. "It's
marvelous," she says.

I
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Flower Children
Take Root
The largest population
bubble our nation has ever
seen is the Baby Boomers,
80 million strong, born
between 1946 and 1964. Their
numbers alone guaranteed
that Boomers would compete
with each other on every
level.
John F. Kennedy, Martin
Luther King, Gloria Steinem,
the Vietnam War, women's
lib, birth control, civil rights
and television shaped this
generation.
In the workplace,
Boomers are accustomed to feedback and are big fans of
well- documented, once-a-year performance appraisals.
They usually prefer a quiet workplace and view training as
a perk and a way to get ahead. Boomers teethed on faxes,
segued tentatively into e-mail and now work comfortably in
cyberspace.
Larry Rencken ('84 BA marketing), Welch's vice president
and chief information officer in Concord, Mass., is a Baby
Boomer who supervises Boomers, many Gen Xers and
a few Gen Y's. His boss is a "cusper" who straddles the
Traditionalist/Boomer generations.
"Gen Xers multitask differently," Rencken says. "They
develop code with iPods in their ears. I see it with my own
kids. They're always doing lots of different things at the
same time. I'm a Boomer -I can't do that. If I'm working on
something that requires deep thought, I have to shut out all
distractions."
Traditionalists and many Boomers would contend that
excessive multitasking compromises efficiency but Rencken
says, "I don't see that in my children's grades or my
employees' performances. Our staff does good work."

The Tuned In, Turned On
Media Generation
About 46 million people fall into Generation X. Born between
1965 and 1980 and now in their 20s and early 40s, Gen X was
influenced by MTV, the first war in Iraq, global warming, the
Internet and gay rights. They grew up in households where both
parents worked and the term "latch-key" was coined for them.
Gen Xers came of age on a technology bow wave and few
can recall a time when cable, digital and satellite TV, VCRs,
video games, cell phones and computers weren't everyday
tools. Consequently, they generally view meetings as overly
time consuming and are quick to communicate via text and
instant messaging.
Bombarded by 24-hour-a-day media and tabloid
journalism, Gen Xers saw many of their role models and
stalwart institutions fall to corruption or ethical misdeeds.
Skepticism is common among Gen Xers.
They believe the more they learn, the more valuable they'll
be to an organization and are prepared to study as they go. In
terms of feedback, they want to know how they' re doing now.
Mike Bourcy ('90 BS
technology) is quality
assurance manager
at Purcell Systems,
Inc., a Spokane global
manufacturer of
telecommunications
equipment. Bourcy
straddles Gen X and the
Baby Boom generation.
"Our CEO is always
telling us to get out of our
chairs and talk to people to
resolve issues and stop the
lengthy, nonconstructive
e-mail strings," Bourcy
says. "Balance is the key.
There is a whole lot more
to communicating than
firing communication
data packets through
cyberspace."

Techno Naturals
Numbering about 76
million, Generation Y (or
Millennials) were born
between 1981 and 1999 and are
the next great demographic
boom in America. The oldest
Gen Y is 26 years old, the
youngest is eight, and their life
influences range from benign
to terrifying.
Barney the Dinosaur
ushered them into
kindergarten, Venus and
Serena Williams proved great
athletes come in both sexes,
African American musicians
revolutionized the music
industry with rap and hip-hop. Events like Columbine,
readily available illegal drugs and the proliferation of
gangs brought threats of violence and death into their
neighborhoods and schools.
Gen Y has never known a day when some electronic device
wasn't readily available and they cannot imagine a time
when computers and text messaging were nonexistent. Often
raised by "can-do" Baby Boomer parents, Gen Y can best be
described as realists who feel empowered to take positive
~
action when things go wrong.
"The older people I work with," says Gen Y Nick Peyton
('04 BA business), "aren't so bothered by some of us listening
to our iPods while we work. They find it amusing. Perspective
is a good thing." Peyton is development coordinator for
Washington Business Week, a nonprofit in Seattle that assists
high school students with workforce readiness.

Bringing It to the Workplace
Not everyone is ready to group communication styles
by demographic, however. Tamitha Anderson ('03 BS
communication studies), a young Gen Xer who works as
communications coordinator at Inland Northwest Health

Services in Spokane, says,
"I know people who are
Generation Y but prefer
face-to-face interaction
and printed documents,
and I know others who
fall into the Traditionalist
age category but are more
in tune with technological
advancements than many of
their younger coworkers. You
can't pigeonhole a person's
communication style by the
generation they come from."
Still, it is fascinating to
reflect on our own individual
work and communication
styles. How many times have
you written off a coworker who didn't know a Blackberry
from a strawberry or decided that the kid with the spiked
purple hair was an
unmotivated slacker?
As Gen Xer Marianne
Duong ('06 MS communication studies),
communications manager at Dole Fresh Fruit
Company in Westlake
Village, Calif., adds, "It is
extremely important for
generations to be aware
of the differences, respect
the differences, commit to
working together and be
flexible. This is a win-win
situation for all generations." E

By Linda Hagen Miller

""\ -X Teddings are stressful enough;
V V just imagine getting in a car
accident hours before the ceremony.
Broken bones would convince most
of us to postpone a wedding, but not
EWU students Jared Darr and his
fiancee Amanda McCadden.
On that August day last year, one last detail had
to be taken care of: Jared needed new socks. They
purchased a pair and were on their way to his
parents' house in Chatteroy where the wedding
would take place. Amanda was behind the wheel
and Jared was sitting in the passenger seat, foot
in the air, trying on his new socks.
As Jared and Amanda drove through an
uncontrolled intersection, they collided with
another car. Air bags deployed and Jared's
foot was thrown through the windshield,
shattering his femur and dislocating his
ankle. Amanda, badly shaken, suffered
a wrist contusion.
The couple was rushed to
Deaconess Medical Center
where Jared underwent
surgery. Once he was out
of anesthesia, the couple
decided to carry on with
their plans at the hospital - a
markedly different setting than
his parents' backyard.
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You should also
realize that this was
our first kiss," he

piece to the puzzle.
"We believed it was our day to get
married," Jared says. "Most of all we
knew that God was in control. We had
been praying our wedding would be
an evangelical wedding, we wanted to
spread God's word through our lives,
and He did more than that by putting
our message out into newspapers all around the
country, and in some cases, the world.
"You should also realize that this was our first
kiss," he adds. "I think this is one really important
piece to the puzzle."
Initially, hospital doctors and nurses were
surprised at the decision, but they quickly rallied
at the chance to be part of such a joyous event.

Staff arranged for the wedding to take place in a
conference room, provided flowers from the gift shop
and the hospital president paid a visit to make sure
things were going smoothly.
As for Jared and Amanda's honeymoon, that was
postponed, but the couple is planning it now. "We are
going to Southern California and Disneyland," Jared
grins. "After all, it's the happiest place on earth." E
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n the fields surrounding Shelly Murney's
childhood neighborhood in Vacaville, Calif.,
wildlife scampered through the grasslands and
lush citrus orchards bumped up against neatly
trimmed suburbia. The Eastern Washington
University art professor says
she has strong memories of
watching the seasons change
and the jackrabbits scurry
through the fields.

I

Murney did not, however, welcome
the change that creeping development
delivered to her once-bucolic neighborhood. As
orchards and fields were replaced by housing
tracts and convenience stores, Murney' s beloved
environment disappeared. The transition would
influence her life, her art and her career.
In addition to teaching art at EWU, Murney is
a professional photographer. Her images include
sweeping fields dotted with old barns or farm
equipment, land scoured by a developer's backhoe,
animals grazing in tall grass and rusted cars
overgrown with weeds. The photographs are striking
alone, but Murney goes one step further: she paints
them. The impact is haunting.
Murney began photographing at 16 and decided
to major in photography at the University of
California Santa Cruz. She went on to earn a master
of arts degree at the University of Iowa ('95) and an
MFA at the University of Montana ('01).
Lewis Baltz, Robert Adams and Peter Goin,
photographers whose work explores "new
topography" or human-altered vistas, strongly
influenced Murney' s aspirations, but she credits
UCSC professor Norman Locks for urging her
into the realm of subjectivity. Locks, who was an
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I use the camera to

cultural relationship
of the landscape and
the environment.
assistant to photographer Ansel Adams,
encouraged his students to explore
personally motivated themes, and
America's vanishing natural habitat was
an instinctive step for Murney.
"I don't see the camera as a tool to
create an objective view of the world.
Rather, the camera is a means to express
a subjective, personal relationship with my
environment," Murney says. "I use the camera to
digest the realities of being an American examining
the social and cultural relationship of the landscape
and the environment."
While her camera captures reality, Murney paints
emotion. She shoots with Bronica and Calumet 4x5
cameras then prints the images., on fiber-based paper
using archival processing techniques. She then
applies oil paint, wiping away the top layer.

"I don't paint realistically on my photos,"
Murney says. "I use color as a response to memory,
atmosphere and ephemera, such as the ambient
sound of a flock of geese flying overhead."
Murney' s work has graced galleries for solo and
juried exhibits throughout the United States. Her
work can be seen at www.shellyland.com and will be
featured at Tinman Artworks in Spokane's Garland
District in August. A solo exhibit is scheduled at
Green River Community College in Auburn, Wash.,
in September. E
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Class

Notes _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'06 Alexis Kirk, BA business, has been hired by Part-

ners Investment Network as a registered assistant.
'06 Shannon Yellin, BS biology, graduated from the

Air National Guard Academy of Military Science at
McGhee Tyson Air National Guard Base, Tenn. Yellin is
a logistics readiness officer assigned to the 141 st Logistics Readiness Squadron at Fairchild Air Force Base.
'05 Michael Roos, BA business, returned to the

Cheney area in March 2007 to host the Michael
Roos Foundation Dinner, Sports Auction and
Poker Tournament at Northern Quest Casino. The
foundation supports local nonprofit organizations,
including the EWU football program. The former
Eagle football player currently plays for the NFL's
Tennessee Titans.

'03 Sasha Scarlett, BA business, has been hired

'98 Steve Mattson, BS biology, graduated from

as a staff accountant at McDirmid, Mikkelsen &
Secrest, PS. in Spokane.

University of Virginia Medical School in 2003 and
is now doing his residency in anesthesiology at the
University of Washington. He will conclude his residency in June 2007 and has accepted a position at
Tacoma General Hospital. He and his wife Rebecca
welcomed a daughter, Grace Elizabeth, on March
4, 2007.

'01 Cheryl Schieffer, MA education, special edu-

cation, has been hired as an occupational therapist
at the Rockwood Clinic in Spokane.
'00 Ryan Hansen, BA education, physical education, became head basketball coach at Auburn
High School in 2003. In his second season, the
team advanced to the quarterfinals of the State
4A Tournament and finished 21-7. His 2007 team
advanced to the State 3A Tournament and finished
16-11.
'00 Shar Sheaffer, BA business, has been hired

by Dingus, Zarecor and Associates in Spokane as a
certified public accountant.

'99 Marty Malone, BS physical education, has

been hired as a physician assistant at Rockwood
Clinic in Spokane.

'03 Tamitha Anderson, BS communication stud-

ies, has been hired by Inland Northwest Health
Services as communications coordinator.
'03 Lawrence Keller, MA education, was recently

named regional superintendent for both the Mansfield and Pateros school districts. He's the 2007
recipient of the Robert J. Handy Most Effective
Administrator Award. Keller was selected for the
honor by the Washington Association of School
Administrators and PEMCO.

studies and BS applied psychology, has been
promoted to associate vice president for University
Advancement at EWU.
'94 Nancy Voise, MA education, was appointed

principal of John F. Kennedy Middle School in Plainfield, Ill. She was previously assistant principal at
Plainfield North High School.
'93 Stephen Poff, MSW, was appointed to a per-

'04 Kyler Randall, BA education, social stud-

ies, joined the Peace Corps. He expects his first
assignment to be in Central or South America in
July 2007.

'98 and '92 Barb Richey, MS communication

'98 Laurie Carlson, MA history, received the
American Association for the Advancement of
Science/Subaru SB&F Prize for Excellence in Science
Books for her children's biography, Thomas Edison
for Kids: His Life and Ideas.
'98 Katie McKeehan Hart, BA education, and her

husband Carl welcomed daughter Mary Catharine
to their family on Dec. 23, 2006.

manent position with the US Census Bureau and
Centers for Disease Control. He is also continuing
to work as a social worker with the state of Washington, Division of Children and Family Services in
Ellensburg.
'93 Shelley Ripley, BA business, has been pro-

moted to principal shareholder at Witherspoon,
Kelley, Davenport and Toole in Spokane.
'92 James Kensok, BA business, has been pro-

moted to vice president and chief information
officer at Avista Corp .

EWU Alum is "First Father"
Like most fathers, Chuck Heath ('63 BA education) likes to
brag about his kids, but one of his daughters has made him
especially proud by making history.
In November 2006, Sarah (Heath) Palin was elected the
youngest and first female governor of Alaska.
"Not coming from a political family, we were amazed that
Sarah would seek such a high-profile office," says Heath.
"But we knew she definitely had that bent and would be
able to handle the job. She was certainly put to the test when
she held two terms as mayor of the city of Wasi lla, the fastest
growing area in Alaska."
Chuck Heath came to Alaska 43 years ago to teach in
Skagway. After 26 years of teaching, he retired from the
classroom and went on to work for the USDA/Wildlife
Services. Heath says the job has provided him and his wife
Sally with the wonderful opportunity to travel far and wide,
controlling nuisance animals, keeping runways safe in bush
Chuck Heath ('63 BA education) with his wife Sally and their daughter,
Alaska and participating in the testing of birds for avian
Alaska Governor Sarah Palin, at the Governor's Ball in January
influenza.
And while Heath's second career has been exciting, he says nothing tops his daughter occupying the governor's office.
As all parents know, it's an honor to see your child reach the goal he or she works so hard to attain .
11
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Alum Lends a Hand
Eastern alum Ken Smith ('94 BA radio-television) got a firsthand
look at the devastation caused by Hurricane Katrina . Smith worked
in Gulfport, Miss., for five weeks in spring 2006. And he found he
wasn't the only Eagle to lend a hand.
"While in Gulfport, I met a fellow Eastern class of '94 graduate,
Kori Gryschuk," Sqys Smith . "She and I had attended EWU at the
same time, and know many of the same people, but had never
met. We even lived in Streeter/Morrison at the same time. In Mississippi, we worked together for two weeks repairing a storm-damaged roof, installing drywall and painting."
Smith says he and Gryschuk ('94 BS urban and regional
planning) ended up in the South, thanks to a program enacted
by their employer, Weyerhaeuser. The Loaned Employee Program
lets Weyerhaeuser employees volunteer to help the ongoing rebuild
effort in the aftermath of hurricanes Rita, Wilma and Katrina . The
company, in turn, pays for all travel expenses and continues to pay
Ken Smith ('94 BA radio-television) sits on what used to be
the employee's salary for up to two months.
the front porch of a home destroyed by hurricane Katrina
After his first trip to help out, Smith was asked to come back to Mississippi
to work as a project leader on new homes that were being built for two affected families. He spent three weeks in McComb, Miss., in November.
"In late November, Weyerhaeuser was presented the highest award given by the U.S. Department of Commerce, the Ron Brown Award for
Corporate Leadership, for its efforts in rebuilding after hurricane Katrina," says Smith. "I was selected as one of the company's delegates to accept
the award at the White House. I flew directly from the work site in Mississippi to Washington, D.C."
Smith says his desire to participate in the rebuilding effort stems from lessons learned in Cheney. "While studying at Eastern, I took part in
several philanthropic and community events with Sigma Nu fraternity, including canned food drives and Adopt-A-Highway. I also volunteered at
Sacred Heart Medical Center and did work-study at the Veterans Hospital in Spokane."

'90 Steve Franks, MA public administration and
MURP, has been named director of the Development Services department for the city of Olathe,
Kan. Franks previously served as the planning director for the city of Spokane.
J

'90 Gina Mauro, BA communication studies, has
been hired by the Spokane Regional Convention
and Visitors Bureau as its visitor services manager.
'90 Mathew Meeusen, BA government, has been
named marketing director of the Spokane County
United Way.
'90 Renee Townsley, BA business, has been appointed clerk of the court to the Washington State
Court of Appeals, Division 111, Spokane.

'80s _ _ _ _ _
'89 Jeff Ferry, BA international affairs, recently
obtained a new job at MicroCred Holding and
bought a new home in Washington, D.C.
'86 Greg Fulling, BA biology, conducted a study in
the seas around Guam and the Northern Mariana
Islands for Geo-Marine, an environmental consulting firm whose main client is the U.S. Navy. Fulling
is heading up a survey that will estimate marine
mammal presence and population . His work wil l
be presented to an international marine meeting in
South Africa in December 2007 .

'84 Betty Bowers, MA education, and her husband John celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary on Dec. 15, 2006.
'84 Bobby Sells, BA criminal justice, is retired from
the U.S. Air Force.
'83 and '76 James Parrish, MBA and BA radio-television, was recently named a member of the Governing Council of the American Hospital Association's
Section for Small or Rural Hospitals. The council is an
advocacy group for small hospitals around the country. Parrish currently serves as CEO and administrator
of Humboldt General Hospital in Winnemucca, Nev.
'82 and '73 Mark Jacobson, MA education, school
administration, and BA industrial technology, retired
July 1, 2006, after serving 32 years in education and
law enforcement, including 22 years as a superintendent in lnchelium, Brewster, Eatonville and Ocosta.
He was rehired as director of business and operations
for the Port Angeles School District on Aug. 1, 2006.

'70s _

_ _ _ _

'78 Bruce Meller, BA education, retired after 26
years as a head basketball coach and teacher of
health education in San Antonio, Texas. Meller
received his master's from Webster University in
1989 and has been married to Mary Ed Meller for
16 years. In his days at EWU, Meller was a pitching
coach for the Eastern baseball team .

'77 and '73 Sara "Sunny" Burns, MA physical
education and BA recreation administration, has
been appointed vice president of instruction at
Bates Technical College in Tacoma.
'77 Bev Clevenger, BA communication disorders,
has joined the Woodland Park Zoo in Seattle as the
director of education. Clevenger was previously
director of the education department at Seattle's
Museum of Flight.
'77 Steven Hughes, BA philosophy, has been hired
as a principal shareholder at the law firm of Ewing
Anderson in Spokane.
'77 Linda Lincoln, BA liberal studies, has taken
a position as assistant vice president and branch
manager of Timberland Bank in Poulsbo, Wash.
'76 JoAnn Henke, BA child development, and '75
Harvey Henke, BA physical education, celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary Dec. 29, 2006.
'75 Carlette Smith, BA special education, is retiring
from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service after 32 years
working as an information technology specialist for
the federal government. She also worked for the
USDA Forest Service and the National Park Service.
Carlette taught fourth grade for two years at Spirit
Lake Elementary in Idaho prior to working for the
government. Carlette and her husband Larry have
made their retirement home in Cataldo, Idaho.
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'73 Richard Mattern, BA history, is a senior

manager at The Boeing Company in Renton,
Wash., where he's playing a key role in the
contracting for all parts and pieces for the new
Dreamliner 787 aircraft. Mattern spent a portion
of 1974 as a substitute secondary teacher in the
Seattle area before joining Boeing.
'71 Pat McKinley, BA education, mathematics,

and her husband Ron, celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary March 17, 2007.

'02 Jordan Robinson, BA graphic
'06 Stephanie Lee, BA business, and Eric Sartell,

Aug. 25, 2006. The couple lives in Spokane,
where Stephanie works as a credit analyst at
AmericanWest Bank.
'06 Stephanie Erickson, BA education, and

Micah Lundberg, July 29, 2006. The couple lives in
Spokane. Stephanie is a special education teacher
at Medical Lake Elementary.
'06 Jessica Pittmann, BA education, and Kenneth

'67 Jeffery Beer, BA education, mathematics,

resides in Maryland. He works for The Boeing
Company as a fielding project engineer on the
Missile Defense Program . During his career, Beer
has worked for the National Security Agency, the
Department of Justice and the Drug Enforcement
Administration. As a military reservist, he was
assigned to the NSA and the Pentagon. Beer is
an avid bicyclist and has ridden through several
European countries.
'66 Herman Littman, MA and BA psychology,

and his wife Lucille celebrated their 65th wedding
anniversary Feb. 8, 2007.
'64 Don Parks, BA music, retired in July 2005

after 41 years teaching instrumental and vocal
music around Washington. His career began in
Harrington and ended in the Kiana-Benton School
District. In between, Parks was responsible for
the high school music program at Prosser High
School for 10 years, and the band program at
Stevens Middle School in Pasco for 18 years. He
also served two years as a secondary school vice
principal in the Stanfield, Ore., School District,
including some work with federal programs there.
Parks and his wife, Kathy, have been married
34 years, have three grown children and three
grandchildren.
'62 Joel Dietrick, BA education, retired in 1996

after 34 years of teaching industrial arts at East
Pennsboro School District in Enola, Penn .
'60 Clark Jewell, BA industrial technology,

and his wife Laura Jeanne celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary in March 2007 .

'57 Leo Chandler, BA English, and his wife

Patsy (Sterling) took a Hawaiian cruise in
April 2007 to celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary. The couple met at Eastern in Dr.
Allen's psychology class and married May 26,
1957, the same year Leo served as Eastern 's
student body president.
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Kile, Oct. 28, 2006. The couple lives in St. John,
Wash . Jessica is the pre-school teacher at Lacrosse.
'05 Isaac Anderson, BA business administration,

and Molly Stillar, Sept. 9, 2006. The couple lives in
Spokane, where Isaac is a corrections officer for the
Spokane County Juvenile Detention Center.
'05 Aaron Heier, BA English, and '05 and '04
Adrienne Reynolds, BA education, reading, and

BA psychology, Feb. 8, 2007, in Auburn, Wash .
'05 Rudy Keezer, BA government/pre-law, and

Andrea Gilmartin, Dec. 24, 2006, in Pigeon Forge,
Tenn . The couple lives in Tampa, Fla., where Keezer
is vice president of marketing at Varsity Sports
Media.
'05 Dirk Graham, BA interdisciplinary studies, and
'04 Elizabeth Vandivert, BA criminal justice, Nov.

18, 2006. The couple lives in Juneau, Alaska, where
Dirk serves as a police officer and Elizabeth is a case
manager for Juneau Youth Services.
'05 Katherine Yerbich, BS biology, and '04
Jeremy Ryf, BS biology, June 17, 2006. Both work

for the Washington Department of Ecology in
Spokane.
'04 Kristi Larson, BS communication studies, and

Sean O'Rourke, Feb. 3, 2007. The couple lives in
Kissimmee, Fla., where Kristi works in volunteer
services at Walt Disney World.

communications, and Elizabeth Bercier, Sept. 2,
2006. Jordan is a graphic designer at Big Print
Shop and Elizabeth is pursuing an elementary
education degree at EWU.
'02 Jeff Schmedding, BA education, and Kristine

McCormick, July 14, 2006. The couple lives in
Spokane.
'02 Katrina Suckow, MSW, and Roger Morales,

Dec. 20, 2006. The couple lives in College Place,
Wash. Katrina is employed by the Washington
State Penitentiary in Walla Walla.
'02 Kelli Sweitzer, BA education, and Jason

Matheny, Aug . 12, 2006. The couple lives in
Spokane where Kelli is a first-grade teacher at St.
Mary's Catholic School.
'01 Elizabeth Patterson, BA English, and '96
Charles Engelhard, BA music, March 10, 2006.
The couple lives in Spokane Valley. Elizabeth
works as an assistant underwriter for Contractors
Bonding and Insurance Co. Charles is a network
administrator for Lakeland School District in
Rathdrum, Idaho.
'01 Melissa Wittstruck, BA urban and regional

planning, and '93 Leroy Eadie, BA urban and
regional planning, Nov. 18, 2006. The couple lives
in Spokane where both work in the city planning
department.
'00 Shauna Anderson, BS nursing, and David

Loebach, Sept. 23, 2006 . The couple lives in
Spokane where Shauna is a registered nurse at
Sacred Heart Medical Center.
'00 Luke Zitterkopf, MBA, and Kelsey Carter,

Sept. 9, 2006. The couple lives in Spokane. Luke
works for Force Electronics and Kelsey is a student
at EWU.
'00 Cynthia Hagan, BA education, and Paul

and Brody Mahoney, Nov. 25, 2006. The couple
lives in Sacramento, Calif., where Jennifer is a
residential counselor for Children's Receiving Home
of Sacramento.

Riemann Jr., Aug . 31, 2006. Cynthia lived and
taught in Las Vegas while earning a master's
in administration from University of Phoenix.
The couple now lives in Plummer, Idaho, where
Cynthia works as a middle school literacy
specialist.

'04 Jessalynn Sander, BA education, and Jim Karl,
June 23, 2006 . The couple lives in Spokane Valley.
Jessalynn is a substitute teacher.

'97 Zachary Rogers, BA business, and Dawn

'04 Jennifer Lynch, BA recreation management,

'03 Chadd MacKay, BA business, and Crystal

Howard, July 15, 2006. The couple lives in
Spokane.
'03 Brian Wolverton, BA business, and Angela

Ramm, Sept. 3, 2006. The couple lives in Spokane.
Brian is an engineer with Burlington Northern
Santa Fe Railroad.

Ikeda, Aug. 20, 2006. The couple lives in El
Segundo, Calif., where Zachary is a human
resources specialist at California Pizza Kitchen . .
'97 Lesley Sutton, BA education, and Jeremy

Schmidt, Sept. 23, 2006. The couple lives in
Spokane Valley.

'96 Jonna Yates, BA business, and Jamie Damiano,
Aug. 12, 2006. The couple lives in Spokane where
Jonna works as a financial specialist at US Bank.
'95 April Lowry, BS developmental psychology,

and Ramasean Atiqi, Aug. 5, 2006. The couple lives
in Spokane where April works at Inland Imaging.
'92 Gregory Bingaman, BS organizational and

mass communication, and Chennell Hunt, Aug.
18, 2006. The couple lives in Liberty Lake, Wash.
Gregory is a dental sales representative for Brasseler USA.

in

'92 Steve Davis, BA education, mathematics, and

Kristen Willis, July 28, 2006. The couple lives in
Tri-Cities where Steve is a math teacher at Pasco
High School.
'91 Darin Sauve, BA business, and Deanna

Crabtree, Oct. 28, 2006. The couple lives in
Spokane Valley. Darin works in retail management.

'70s

_

___ _

'79 Steven Thayer, BA marketing, and Patrice

Magill, Nov. 11, 2006. The couple lives in Walla
Walla where Steven is a hazardous materials
manager for the city.
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'99 Mitchell Perala, 43, MS interdisciplinary

studies, died March 23, 2007, at his home in
Richland. He was owner of Excellence in Mind,
where he consulted and taught mental toughness
skills to professional, Olympic, college, high school
and junior high athletes, coaches and teams.
'93 Natalie Breneman, 39, BA recreation

management, died March 31, 2007, in Spokane.
'90 Kathleen Howard, 50, BA business admin-

istration, died March 9, 2007, at her home in
Spokane. She was employed as a certified public
accountant.

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

start something big
'83 and '76 Willis "Pete" Jones, 70, MA

As we celebrate Eastern's 125th birthday,

education, school administration, and BA
education, social studies, died March 23, 2007.
The longtime Spokane resident served 20 years in
the U.S. Air Force and worked at KXLY television
before embarking on a 20-year teaching career
at Cheney High School. He was also an assistant

we also take the time to recognize

coach of Cheney High's volleyball team.

alumni who characterize the excellence
of EWU. The Alumni Association is
seeking nominations through Aug. 1,
2007, for the following awards:

•

Service to Community and/or
University

•

Outstanding Achievement in
Professional Endeavors

'82 Patricia Dempsey, 82, BA education, died

Jan. 18, 2007, in Chewelah. Dempsey earned her
degree at the age of 50 after raising her children.
She went on to teach in Oregon and Washington,
becoming the full-time librarian/teacher at Mary
Walker School in Springdale, Wash.
'82 and '78 Susan (Delaney) Jones, 60, MA

Recipients of the alumni awards will
be honored at a ceremony held in
October 2007. Complete descriptions,

'89 Toby Lee May, 43, BA psychology, died

education and BA home economics, died Feb. 22,
2007, in Medical Lake, Wash.

criteria and nomination forms are

March 1, 2007, in Spokane. She had worked as
the information technology manager at Paine
Hamblen Law Offices.

'82 Kent McCandless, 47, BA social work, died

or by calling (888) EWU-ALUM.

'89 and '63 Charles Plumb, 67, BA education,

English, and BA journalism, died March 7, 2007,
in Spokane. He joined the Air Force in 1957 and
was a pilot in the Vietnam War. He retired from the
Air National Guard in 1978. Plumb also worked as
the editor for The Davenport Times and The Valley
News Herald over a 40-year period.
'88 Kenneth Johnson, 44, BA English, died

March 15, 2007, in Spokane.
'85 Patricia Joslyn, 62, BA history, died April 7,

2007, in Spokane. Joslyn earned her degree at the
age of 40, after many years in the restaurant, hotel
and entertainment industry.
'84 Meagan Jarvis, 44, BS nursing, died April 1,

2007. She started her career in Portland where she
worked as a nurse and volunteered for Hospice.

March 22, 2007, at his home in Kirkland, Wash.
He received a master's in education at the
University of Washington in 2006 and had worked
at Fairfax Hospital in Kirkland .

'70s

_

__ _ _

'79 David Parks, 54, MA clinical psychology, died

Feb.10, 2007. Parks was a resident of Enumclaw,
Wash ., where he bred and raised thoroughbred
horses.
'74 Nancy Sauer, 54, BA physical education, died

May 22, 2006, in Olympia. She taught in Australia
for several years before being employed by the
Washington State Liquor Control Board .
'74 Eleanore Faye Vance Diener, BA English,

died March 16, 2007, in Utah. Diener worked in
the Grandview, Wash ., school system and served
as Grandview librarian for several years.

available at www.ewu.edu/alumni

'72 Dennis A. Bauman, 60, BA operations

management, died May 17, 2006. Bauman
served four years in the U.S. Air Force as
a weatherman prior to finishing college at
Eastern. After graduation, he worked at the
Cowlitz PUD, then as a purchasing agent for
Weyerhaeuser in Longview, Wash. Bauman went
on to open and run restaurants in Longview and
Bend, Ore., and built commercial and private
real estate.
'72 Charles Davis, 59, BA industrial technology,

died on Nov. 23, 2006. He served in the
Washington Air National Guard and worked
for the Cheney School District Transportation
Department for more than 35 years.
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'71 Gary Casperson, 60, BA communications

teacher at the Washington State Corrections Center

'61 and '39 Eileen (Hoffman) Merritt, 88, BA

studies, died Nov. 15, 2006. He served in the

in Shelton. He retried from teaching in 1979.

education and education certificate, died March 8,

Army during the Korean War and worked as a

2007, in Spokane. Merritt taught for 18 years in the

harbormaster for the Port of Anacortes for several
years before joining the Guemes Island ferry crew.
He recently retired as a master captain.
'71 Jim Emerson, 59, BA biology, died Nov. 19,
2006, at his home on Clear Lake. He retired from
Lakeland Vi llage in 1993 and went on to be an
independent insurance agent.
'71 Margaret Parater-Thompson, 74, BA
sociology, died Nov. 22, 2006, at her home in

Liberty School District.
'65 Frank H. Turner Sr., 79, MA education, died
April 11, 2007 . Turner was living in Kennewick,
Wash., after retiring as a college instructor for

'59 Rudolph Larson, 78, BA industrial technology,

Yakima Community College.

died March 13, 2007, at the Spokane Veteran's

'64 Herman R. "Bud" Porter, 72, BA biology,

Home. Larson joined the U.S. Army in 1951 and

died Jan . 8, 2006. After graduating from Eastern,

served in Japan. After earning his degree at Eastern,

Porter became a city planner in Spokane and

he went on to teach industrial arts at Argonne

Billings, Mont. In 1967 he went to work for IBM

Junior High where he eventually retired.

in San Jose, Calif., and White Plains, NY, in the

'58 Joe Templeton, 75, BA sociology, died Jan . 26,

telecommunications field. He retired from IBM in

2007 in Walla Walla. Templeton was a Social Secu-

'71 Robert Teschner, 61, BA biology, died Nov.

1992 but continued to work for the company on

rity Administration field representative for 26 years.

9, 2006, in Spokane. Teschner worked as a family

a contract basis for seven more years. In 1998, he

practitioner at the Cheney Medical Center before

moved to Meridian, Idaho, where he served on

moving to Salt Lake City to complete his psychiatric

the Meridian Parks and Recreation Comm ission.

Va lley, Wash.

residency. He eventually moved back to eastern

Before his death, the city renamed a wa lkway the

Washington and practiced medicine until he re-

"H.R. Bud Porter Pathway" in his honor.

tired. Teschner worked at Eastern State Hospital as
the Director of Medical Service in Geropsychiatrics.

'64 John Strobridge, 71, BA general business,
died April 3, 2007, in Spokane. John had lived in

'70 Harriet Albertus, 86, BA general studies, died

Bellevue, where he was the comptroller for the

Jan. 6, 2006, in Sumner, Wash.

Bellevue School District.

'55 John Sherwin, 75, BA mathematics, died Jan.
8, 2007. Sherwin was born and raised in Spokane.
After graduating from Eastern, he moved to Seattle
to work on Boeing's Bomarc Program . He went on
to become a manager in Boeing Computer Services.
'52 Norman Sanders, 78, BA early childhood
education, died Dec. 19, 2006, in Honolulu, Hawaii.
He taught for many years around Washington in
Endicott, Almira, Grand Coulee and Manson. He

'70 and '47 John W. Bennett, 83, MA school

'63 Florence Carr, 95, BA elementary teaching,

ended his career in education as the superintendent

administration and BA early childhood education,

died Jan. 16, 2007, in Mount Vernon, Wash. She

of the North Mason School District. Upon

died Feb. 1, 2007. He was a longtime resident of

lived in Spokane for 55 years, teaching at several

retirement, he moved to Maui.

Shelton, Wash ., and taught school for many years

elementary schools before moving to the Skagit

around the state, eventually becoming a math

Valley area in 2003.

4th Annual Banner Bank/EWU Alumni
Scholarship Golf' Tournament
(:,

The view of Mount Rainier will be spectacular, the golf will be
unforgettable and the time spent with your fellow EWU alumni,
friends and business associates will be fun-filled. Top it off with
a prime rib and salmon dinner on-site to round out a perfect day!
Date:

Monday,Aug. 13, 2007

Time:

11 :30 a.m. lunch, I p.m. shotgun start,
dinner at end of play.

l,octtion: Meridian Valley Country Club,

24830 I36th Avenue SE, Kent, Wash. 98042
Cost:

Individual and team costs include: Tournament
play, driving range, golf cart, tournament shirt,
KP and long drive contests, scoring, barbeque
lunch, dinner and awards.
• $150 per person
• $600 four-person team
• $200 Corporate and Individual Tee & Green
Sponsors Available.

RSVP:

By Aug. 6 at www.ewu.edu/alumni
or call (888) EWU•ALUM
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All Athletes Reunion and Hall of Fame Weekend
A winning weekend is on tap for all athletes who proudly wore Eastern's red and white uniforms. Come back to
Eastern to reminisce with your teammates, friends and coaches about your days on the field, court and campus.
Bring your Eastern gear, pictures and other memorabilia to share. And by all means, bring your family!

Friday, September 28
7-8 p.m.
7-10 p.m.

Check-in
Social in downtown Cheney

Saturday, September 29
1Oa.m.-noon
1-3 p.m.
4-6 p.m.
6-8:45 p.m.
9p.m.

Hall of Fame Inductions Brunch (PUB MPR)
Women's Volleyball at Reese Court
Tailgate barbecue dinner in Woodward Field Parking Lot 12
Eastern Eagles football game at Woodward Field
Fifth quarter in downtown Cheney

Detailed schedules and lodging information are at www.ewu.edu/alumni

and Lacey, Wash., before becoming a counselor
'43 Audrey Matthews, 86, BA education, died
April 4, 2007, in Grandview, Wash . She was a
retired schoolteacher for Prosser schools.
'43 Dorothy Watson, 87, BA education, died March
7, 2007. She started her teaching career in 1940 on
Bainbridge Island, Wash., and taught for more than
40 years in Washington public schools, the last 25
years as a fifth-grade teacher at Bow Lake Elementary.
'40 Harry Zier, 90, BA social science, died Nov.
30, 2006, in Seattle. While at Eastern, he played
basketball and ran track. For 38 years, he was a

in public education for 43 years. All four of his

Faubion received one of the last lifetime teacher

children received degrees from Eastern.

certifications awarded by the state of Washington.

John Colonghi, 59, died Dec. 11, 2006, in

'32 Dorothy Griffith, 94, BA education, died

Sausalito, Calif. Colonghi helped establish the

March 23, 2007, in Four Lakes, Wash . Griffith

Indian Studies Program at Eastern in the mid-1970s

worked at Interlake Hospital in Medical Lake,

and later served as director of the school's Indian

retiring in 1978.

Studies Program for six years.

'30 Helen Fletcher, 95, teaching certificate,

Clarence Hughes, 87, died Jan. 15, 2007, in

died April 12, 2006, in Lacey, Wash. She taught

Cheney. Hughes was supervisor of the electrical

kindergarten and first grade at Garfield Elementary

department at Eastern, where he was employed for

in Olympia and was a music specialist for the

21 years. He retired in 1982.

coach, educator and athletic director working at

Olympia school system .

Omak and Wenatchee High Schools as wel l as

Faculty/Staff

Odle Junior High in Bellevue.

Upon his retirement in 1978, he had been involved

in the North Thurston elementary schools.

Professor Emeritus Gerald Mercer, 85, died
Dec. 9, 2006 . He had taught in the Education
Department.

Joe Chatburn, 91, died Feb. 15, 2007, in Cheney.
In 1958 Chatburn accepted a position as professor

Lillian McKinlay, 96, died Dec.19, 2006. She

'37 Paul Buhrmester, 91, BA education, died Feb.

of education with Eastern, teaching math and

worked as a transcript evaluator at Eastern for 17

14, 2006, in Vancouver, Wash.

education courses and serving as director of the

years, until her retirement.

Instructional Materials Center. In 1965, he became
'35 Rosemary Faubion, 92, BA education, died

Dr. Frank Nicol, 88, died Feb. 8, 2007, in Cheney.

chairman of the Education Department and was

Feb. 15, 2007. She taught in Davenport, Cathlamet

He taught at Eastern for 30 years and was the

dean of Continuing Education from 1971-78.

biology department chairman for 18 years.
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Alumni Advancement, ('94 and '01)

e flea markets, so when a friend invited me to one
the Spokane Fairgrounds, I knew I'd find a bargain
two, maybe even a celebrated treasure that I could
share with others. We found a gold mine of junk and
treasures, even managed to negotiate a good price
for three bags of chandelier crystals.
As we stood at the corner of a booth looking for friends, I set
my purse down on the table and noticed the word Kinnikinick
peaking out of a small stack of books. I knew what it was
immediately. The vendor approached and confirmed my
suspicions.
"That is a 1924 Eastern Washington University
yearbook. It was located in the belongings I
purchased at the Hazel Rayburn estate,"
she said.
"Yes, I know!" I replied.
"We have a wonderful
collection of them at the
EWU alumni office."
"Oh, then you will love
this!" She opened the cover
and pulled out pieces of aged
paper. Three teacher contracts,
one for District 81, showed a ninemonth salary of $120. There were
grade reports from Lind, a school
mixer friendship card signed by 49
classmates and a commencement guide.
As I carefully refolded the documents, I
smiled at the vendor, "I have to have this.
Would you be willing to donate it to the
alumni association?"
Of course she would, and this flea market
find became my treasure to share. For the next
week, I paraded it around to every meeting I
attended.
Sometimes you don't have to dig very far to find a
buried prize. Bless Hazel Rayburn for saving her college treasures. E
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Join (or rejoin) us! For more information and continued
updates, visit www.ewu.edu/alumni or call the EWU Alumni
Office at (509) 359-4550 or (888) EWU -ALUM .

ALLSUMMER - - - - - - - - - - - SEPTEMBER - - - - - - - - - ~
28-29

New EWU Youth Camps -we've added biotechnology, computer graphics and more to the 2007 summer
camp schedule. Visit www.ewu.edu/youthcamps for
more information.

- JUNE - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
23

Spokane Shock EWU Night - Catch th~ JJ6
ArenaCup Champion Spokane Sh~ ck l t'li ring wide
receiver/defensive back Raul Vijil (
ootball '02'05). Kick-off, 5 p.m ., Spokane
~
...ns Memorial
Arena. Cost: $5 (EWU group ~"' ~ . RSVP by June
16 at www.ewu .edu/alumni ~ a (888) EWU-ALUM.
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Hall of Fame Weekend - All Athlete Reunion If you played a sport or were a cheerleader at
EWU, mark your calendars now for two fun-filled
days that will include a hall of fame reception,
tailgate party, football game and fifth quarter
activities. Visit www.ewu.edu/alumni for details.

4th Annual Banner Bank & EWU Alumni
Scholarship Golf Tournament - Time, 11 :30
a.m. barbecue lunch; 1 p.m. shotgun start;
dinner at end of play. Meridian Valley Country
Club, Kent, Wash. Individual, $150; foursome
$600; tee and green sponsorships $200 .
RSVP by August 6 at www.ewu.edu/alumni
or call (888) EWU-ALUM .

OCTOBER - - - - - - - - - - TBA

Eastern Edge - Spokane Veterans Memorial Arena,
Les Schwab room, 11 :30 a.m.-1 p.m.

NOVEMBER - - - - - - - - - - 2

Young Alumni Social - Spokane
More details at www.ewu.edu/alumni

2-3 EWU Homecoming EWU football game vs.
Northern Colorado. More details
at www.ewu.edu/alumni

Alumni Appreciation Day - The Alumni Association
and EWU Athletics have partnered to offer two
free tickets to the first home football
game of the season. Limited offer, call
(888) EWU-ALUM to reserve your tickets.

Fall activities are being planned now.
For calendar updates, contact EWU Alumni Advancement
at (888) EWU-ALUM or www.ewu.edu/alumni

~ hat's Going on in Your World?
Good news to share? New job? Change of address? Tell us so that we
can update records and share your news with alumni and friends in an
upcoming issue of Eastern magazine .

Please send to:
EWU Alumni Advancement
506 F Street, Cheney, WA 99004-2402
Call: (888) EWU-ALUM (398-2586) or
(509) 359-4550; Fax: (509) 359-4551
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Is address nev,r? _ _ Phone(s) - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - E-rnail (s) _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
News _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
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